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Constructions of 27-dimensional exceptional simple Jordan algebras have been

given by H. Freudenthal [2], [3], T. A. Springer [8], and J. Tits [9]. In the first two

approaches the cubic generic norm form plays a central role, with applications

to projective geometry and algebraic groups; the third approach gives a simple

method for constructing all exceptional simple algebras. The constructions are

limited to fields of characteristic / 2 as usual for Jordan algebras defined in terms

of a bilinear multiplication, and in order to polarize the cubic norm form the

characteristic must be ^ 3.

Recently a definition of Jordan algebras has been proposed [5] which is based

on a cubic composition involving ¡[/-operators. A unital Jordan algebra over a

commutative associative ring <5 is a triple $J = (ï, U, 1 ) where S is a «D-module,

U a quadratic mapping x -> Ux of 3£ into Horn« (X, 26), and 1 an element of 3t

satisfying the axioms

(1) Ux = l,

(2) UUMy = UxUyUx,

(3) Ux{yxz} = {Uxyzx}.

({xyz}=Ux-zy for Ux¡z= Ux + Z—Ux — Uz), and such that these hold under all scalar

extensions (equivalently, the axioms can be linearized). For fields of characteristic

=£ 2 this is equivalent to the usual definition of Jordan algebras (with Ux = 2LX—LX*).

In this paper the constructions of Freudenthal, Springer, and Tits will be de-

rived as special cases of one general construction valid for all characteristics. The

basic axioms used go back to [2]. It was Professor Springer who first pointed out

that this approach could be carried out for arbitrary characteristics, and the

author is indebted to him for suggesting the explicit formula for the Jordan

structure.

1. The general construction. Let 3Ê be a module over a commutative associative

ring <t. We assume we are given (i) a cubic form A on 3c with values in <P (so N is

homogeneous of degree 3 and N(x+Xy) = N(x) + X dyN\x + X2 dxN\y + X3N(y)

where the differential 8yN\x of A at x in the direction y is linear in y and quadratic

in x), (ii) a quadratic mapping x -> x# in X, and (iii) a basepoint c e S related by

(4) x##=A(x)x ("adjoint identity"),

(5) N(c)=l ("basepoint identity"),
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(6) T(x#,y) = dyN\x for T(x,y)=-dxdylogN\e,

(7) c# = c,

(8) cxy = T(y)c-y,

and such that these hold under all scalar extensions of í> ; here the trace is T(y)

= T(y, c), we have a symmetric bilinear product by polarizing the adjoint

xxy = (x+y)#-x#-y#,

and the logarithmic derivative is

8X dy log N\s = N(z)~2{(N(z) 8X 8yN\z-(8xNl)(8yN\z)}

whenever N(z) is invertible (in particular, for z = c if N(c)= 1).

We introduce a F-operator

(9) Uxy = T(x,y)x-x#xy,

choose 1 = c as unit element, and denote by ft(N, #, c) the triple (X, U, c). We claim

this is a Jordan structure. This is analogous to the result that if Q is a quadratic

form on 36 and ce$a basepoint where Q(c) = 1 then

Uxy = T(x,y)x-Q(x)y*

defines a Jordan structure %(Q, c) on X (here T(x, y) = Q(x, y*), y* = Q(x, c)c-y

[5, p. 1073]), called the Jordan algebra of the quadratic form Q.

We can immediately establish the first axiom (1) for ^(N, #, c); indeed, (8) has

been smuggled in just for this purpose:

Ucy = T(c,y)c-cxy = T(y)c-cxy = y

by (8) and (7).

The other axioms (2) and (3) are more troublesome. We will need several aux-

iliary formulas. We can linearize (4) by our assumption that the identities hold for

all extensions, so

(10) x#x(xxy) = N(x)y + T(x#, y)x,

(11) x#xy# + (xxy)# = T(x#,y)y + T(y#, x)x,

(12) x#x(yxz) + (xxy)x(xxz) = T(x#,y)z + T(x#, z)y + T(y xz, x)x.

Next, c* = c and Euler's formula for the homogeneous form N give

(13) T(x*f, x) = 8XN\X = 3N(x),

(14) N(c) = 1,       T(c) = 3.

Also

(15) T(xxy,z) = T(x,yxz)
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is symmetric in x, y, z since it equals 8yT(x#, z)\x = dy 8ZN\X = 8X 8y 8ZN\W for any w

since N is of degree 3. We have

(16) T(xxy) = T(x)T(y)-T(x,y),

since F(x xy,c) = T(x, yxc) = T(y)T(x, c) — T(x, y) by (15) and (8), and

(17) Ux(xxy) = T(x#, y)x-N(x)y,

since F(x, xx y)x—x#x(xx y) = F(xxx, y)x—N(x)y—T(x#, y)x and xxx = 2x#

by (15) and (10). Furthermore,

(18) x# x x = [F(x#)F(x) - A(x)]c - F(x#)x - T(x)x*,

since

x# x x - T(x)T(x#)c + F(x)x# = x# x [x - T(x)c]

= -x*x(xxc) = -N(x)c-T(x#)x

by (8) and (10). Finally we come to the most difficult formula

(19) x x (x# x y) = N(x)y + T(x, y)x#.

We compute

0 = [x x (x# x y) + {N(x)y + T(x#,y)x}+y x {[F(x#)F(x) - A(x)]c- F(x#)x-F(x)x#}]

-[xx(x#xv)+x#x(vxx) + vx(xxx#)]   (by (10), (18))

= [x x (x# x y) + N(x)y + F(x#, y)x + T(y){T(x#)T(x) - N(x)}c

- {T(x#)T(x) - N(x)}y - T(x#)y xx-T(x)yxx#]

- [{T(x)T(x# xy) + T(x#)T(y xx) + T(y)T(x x x#) - T(x x x#, y)}c

- F(x)x# x y - F(x#) v x x - T(y)x xx#-T(xxx#)y- T(x# x y)x - T(y x x)x#]

(by (8) and linearized (18))

= x x (x# x y) + {2N(x) - T(x)T(x#) + T(x xx*)}y + {T(x#, y) + F(x# x y)}x

+ {T(x x y)}x# + {T(y)[T(x)T(x#) - N(x)] - 3T(x)T(x#)T(y) + T(x)T(x#, y)

+ F(x#)F( v, x) + T(y)T(x, x*) + [T(x)T(x#) - N(x)]T(c, y)

-T(x#)T(x,y)-T(x)T(x#,y)}c

+ T(y){[T(x)T(x#)-N(x)]c-T(x)x#-T(x#)x}   (by (16), (18))

= x x (x# x y) + {2N(x) - T(x, x#)}y - T(x, y)x#

+{3T(y)[T(x)T(x#)-N(x)]-3T(x)T(x#)T(y) + T(y)T(x, x#)}c   (by (16))

= x x (x* x y) - N(x)y - T(x, y)x* (by (13)).

(Remark. This can be proved much more simply if 0 is a field, which we can
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assume is infinite. It suffices to prove (19) on the Zariski-dense set where N(x)=£0,

and

N(x){x x(x#x y)} = x## x(x*xy) = N(x#)y + T(x##, y)x#

= N(x)2y + N(x)T(x,y)x# = N(x){N(x)y+T(x,y)x#},

where N(x#) = N(x)2 since on the dense set x^^O we have N(x#)x#=x### =

{N(x)x}# = N(x)2x# because # is quadratic.)

Now we are in a position to prove the axioms (2) and (3). For (2), using (9) we

get

U(j(x)yz~ UxUyUxZ

= T(Uxy, z)Uxy-(Uxy)#x z-T(x, z)UxUyx+ UxUy(x#xz)

= {T(x, y)T(x, z)-T(x# xy, z)}Uxy-{T(x, y)x-x#xy}#xz-T(x, z)

■{T(x,y)Uxy- Ux(y#xx)} + T(y, x#xz)Uxy- Ux{y# x (x#x z)}

= - T(x, yfx* xz + T(x, y){x x (x# x y)} x z - (x# xy)#xz

+ T(x, z){T(x#, y*)x - N(x)y#} - T(x, y# x (x# x z))x + x#x (y# x(x#x z))

(by (15), (17), and since # is quadratic)

= - T(x, y)2x# + z + T(x, y){N(x)y + T(x, y)x#} x z

-{-x##xy# + T(x##, y)y+ T(y#, x#)x#} xz + T(x, z)T(x#, y#)x

- T(x, z)N(x)y# - T(x x (x# x z), y#)x + {-(xxy#)x(xx(x#x z))

+ T(x#, y#)x# xz+ T(x#, x#xz)y#+ T(x, y#x(x#x z))x}

(by (19), (11), (15), (12))

= N(x)(x x y#) x z + T(x, z)T(x#, y#)x + T(x, z)N(x)y# -(xx y#)

x {Nix)z + 7\x, z)x#} (by (4), ( 15), (19))

= Tix, z)Tix#,y#)x+T(x, z)N(x)y#-T(x, z)x#x(xxy#)

= 0 (by (10)).

For (3),

Ux{yxz}-{Uxyzx}

= UxUy¡zx- Unx¡y)x¡xz+ Ux#xy¡xz (by (9))

= Ux{T(y, x)z + T(z,x)y-(yxz)xx}- 2T(x, y) Uxz + T(x# x y, z)x

+ T(x, z)xfl x y - z x {x x (xfi x y)} (by linearized (9))

= -T(x, y)Uxz + T(x, z)Uxy-{T(x#, y x z)x-N(x)y x z} + T(x#xy, z)x

+ T(x, z)x#xy-zx{N(x)y + T(x,y)x#} (by (17), (19))

= -T(x,y){Uxz + x#xz} + T(x,z){Uxy + x#xy} (by (15))

= -T(x,y)T(x,z)x+T(x,z)T(x,y)x (by (9))

= 0.
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Summarizing what these calculations have shown, we have

Theorem 1 (The General Construction). If the cubic form N, adjoint map

#, and basepoint c satisfy

(i) x## = N(x)x,

(ii) T(x#,y) = 8yN\x,

(iii) cxy = T(y)c—y,

(iv) c# = c,

(v) A(c)=l

under all scalar extensions then 5(A/, #, c) is a unital Jordan algebra with U-operator

Uxy = T(x,y)x-x#xy.

We will briefly indicate some of the properties of the algebras \y(N, #, c). The

first is that every element satisfies the equation

(20) x3 - F(x)x2 + S(x)x - N(x)c = 0       (S(x) = F(x#))

where x3 is defined to be Uxx and x2 to be Uxc, since

x3-F(x)x2 = Uxx-T(x)Uxc = {F(x,x)x-x#xx}-F(x){F(x)x-x#xc}

= {F(x, x) - T(x)T(x)}x + x# x {T(x)c - x}

= -T(xxx)x + x#x(xxc) (by(16),(8))

= A(x)c-F(x#)x (by (10)).

Also, since x2 — F(x)x = Uxc-T(x)x = — x#xc = x# — T(x#)c we see that

(21) x#= x2-T(x)x+S(x)c

is the usual adjoint.

If we have two such algebras 3(A, #, c) and 3(Â, #, c) then any linear map <f>

from X to X which preserves the norm, adjoint, and basepoint (in the sense that

Ñ(<f>(x)) = N(x), </>(x)# = </>(x#), c=</>(c)) is necessarily a homomorphism of Jordan

algebras, since the algebra structure is built up from these. Indeed, differentiating

the relation N(x) = Ñ(</>(x)) by means of the chain rule gives

F(x,v)= -S^logAlc = -dx8ylog(Ño<f>)\c

= -£<«*) e<*(y) log ÄUC) = T(<f>(x), </>(y)),
so that

</>(Uxy) = </>(T(x,y)x-x#xy) = T(x,y)</>(x)-</>(x»)x<f>(y)

= %(x),<zS(vMx)-^(x)#x<zS(v) = ¿W(v)

and </>(c) = c establish that </> is a homomorphism.

Some of the identities relating A, #, and the [/-operators are

(22) (Uxyf = Ux#y#,

(23) N(Uxy)Uxy = N(xfN(y)Uxy,

(24) Uxx* = A(x)x,

(25) Ux(x#)2 = N(x)2c.
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The first is established by

{T(x, y)x-x#xy}#

= T(x, y)2x# - T(x, y)x x(x#xy) + (x#x yf

= T(x, y)2x# - T(x, y){N(x)y+T(x, y)x#}

+{-x*#x/+T(x##, y)y+T(y#, x#)x#} (by (19), (11))

= - T(x, y)N(x)y - x## xy#+N(x)T(x, y)y + T(x#, y#)x#    (by (4))

= T(x#,y#)x#-x##xy# = Ux#y#

and from this (23) follows by

N(Uxy)Uxy = (Uxy)## = (Ux#y#)# = Ux##y## = N(x)2N(y)Uxy.

For (24)

Uxx# = T(x, x#)x-x#xx# = 3N(x)x-2x## = N(x)x

by (13) and (4), while for (25)

Ux(x#)2 = Ux{T(x#)x#-x##xc} = T(x#)Uxx#-N(x)Ux(xxc)

= T(x#)N(x)x - N(x){T(x#)x - N(x)c} (by (24), 17))

= N(x)2c.

These identities allow us to establish

Theorem 2. An element x in !$(N, #, c) is invertible if and only if N(x) is in-

vert ible in <t>, in which case x~1 = N(x)~1x#. If u is invertible then the isotope

S(Af, #, cyu>  is just  3(tf(«\ #*«>, c"0) for NM(x) = N(u)N(x),x#™ = N(u)U;1x#,

c<"> = m-1 = /V(m)-1z/#.

Proof. Recall [5], [4] that x is invertible with inverse y if Uxy = x, Uxy2 = c. If x

is invertible with inverse y then by (23)

c = N(c)c = N(Uxy2)Uxy2 = N(x)2N(y2)c,

which implies N(x) is invertible in O (actually N(x) "1 = N(y)). Conversely, if N(x)

is invertible then (24) and (25) show x is invertible with inverse y — N(x)~1x#.

Assume u is invertible. Introducing the above N(u\ #(u), c(u) we must set

T™(x, y)= -8X 8y log 7V(«>|c«o = -8x8y log N\j*

= N(c™)-2{(8xN\c^)(8yN\cM)-N(cM) 8X 8yN\M

= N(u)2{T(àu)#, x)T(cM#, y) - N(u)-xT(xx y, c<">)}

= T(u, x)T(u, y)- T(x xy,u#) = T(Uux, y)
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since N(u-1) = N(u)-1 and (u-1)#={N(u)-1u#}# = N(u)-2u##=N(u)-1u. Checking

the axioms of Theorem 1, we see

(i)   x#(u)#(u) = NiuiUïWWUv-ix*}* = tf(K)tf«M#(K)atf<«-»>#***}       0>y (22))

= N(u)3N(u)-2N(x)U-1{Uux} = N(u)N(x)x = N("\x)x,

(ii) F<«>(x#<«>, y) = T(Uu{N(u)U- >x#}, y) = N(u)T(x#, y)

= N(u)8yN\x = 8y{N(u)N}\x = 8yN^\x,

(iii)   c<«>x<">,y = NfäUv-iiu^xy) = N&Wfr-1*,y)zr1-A(M-1)v}      (by (17))

= T(u, y)u-x-y = T(Uuu~\ v)t/-1-v = F^'ic"", v)c(u)-v,

(iv) cw#m = jv^rj.-ifK-1)* = Cz1"1« = u'1 = c<">,

(v) A(u)(c(u)) = A(m)A(W"1) = 1.

Thus 3(A(U), #(,,), c(u)) is a Jordan algebra. It has the same unit element cM = u'1

as the isotope S(A, #, c)(u) and the same <7-operator U(x)= UXUU since

f/Wy = T™(x,y)x-x#wx™y = F(x, í/uv)x-A(m)(7-1{vx(A(m)í7-1x#)}

= F(x, C/uv)x-i/W(u)u-i{vx jV^x*}

= F(x, Uuy)x- Uu#{y x U¿ 1x#} (by first part of Theorem)

= T(x, Uuy)x- (Uuy) x UU(U¿ 1x#) (by linearized (22))

= Fix, Uuy)x-x#xUuy = Ux(Uuy).

Since 3(7V(U), #(u), c(u)) and S(A, #, c)(,,) have the same unit and the same U-

operators, they are the same Jordan algebra.

Remark. It seems to be difficult to decide whether the formulas

N(Uxy) = N(x)2N(y),       A(x#) = A(x)2

hold in general, although they do if <P is a field (or more generally if <1> is an integral

domain) using (23). The first actually follows from the second, since linearizing the

latter gives

N(xxy) + N(x)N(y) = T(x*, y)T(x, y#)

and this can be used to expand N(Uxy) = N(T(x,y)x — x#xy).

3. The Freudenthal construction. We use the foregoing to construct certain

Jordan matrix algebras. Let 1> be a unital alternative ring with central involution *

(i.e. all norms n(a) = aa* for a e% lie in the center of'S; replacing a by a+l we see

all traces t(a) = a+a* also lie in the center). Let O be the (commutative associative)

subring of *-symmetric elements of the center, and regard 1) as an algebra over 0.

If Yi, 72, Ï3 are invertible elements of i> let y=diag {yx, y2, y3} be the 3 x 3 matrix

with y¡'s down the diagonal. Then x -> y~1x*'y defines an involution on the algebra

2)3 of 3 x 3 matrices with entries in 2). Let i>(2>3, O, y) denote the subspace of
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symmetric matrices under this involution whose diagonal entries lie in <£. Such an

element has the form

3 3

x = 2afii+2 a^k^   (a'6 °>ai e ®)
i = l f=l

where (ijk) is a cyclic permutation of (123), a[ij] = yjaeij + yia*ejt in terms of the

matrix units etl, and ei = eii. Following Freudenthal, we apply the construction to

X = $(S>3, O.y)

as a i>-module, where for x as above and jz = 2 Agi + 2 bt[jk] we set

iV(x) = «iO!2«3 - <*iy2y3«(ai) - 7i«y3zz(a2) - yxy2a3n(a3) + yxy2y3t(axa2a3),

T(x, y) = 2 «A + 2 YiYkKa?, h\
i i

x# = 2 fa'«* ~ yíyMflíñei+2 {yi(aiflfc)* - «aHÄ
i (

c = ex + e2 + e3,

(note t((axa2)a3) is invariant under cyclic permutations). The 3(7V, #, c) derived

from the above N, #, and c will also be denoted §CD3, O, y).

Clearly (5), (7), (8) hold: N(c) = 1, c#=c,

cxy = 2l(ßi+ßjei-2lbi[jk] = 2(ft+'3/+^)e'->;
i i l

= (;S1+i32 + /83)c-j = T(y)c-y.

For (6),

F(x#,y) = 2{aiak-Yjykn(ai)}ßi + '2tyjYkt(yi(aiaic)-'ka?, bt)
i i

while

SiAU = 2 A«>«fc — 2 ßiYtYk"^)-^ *iY¡Ykt(af, bx) + yxy2y3 ̂ '(jWk)
i i i f

since fyz|a = /(a*,/3). Finally, for (4), let x#=Zßiei + Zbi[jk] and *## = 2 Vi

+2*U*].ThM

Si = ßA-YjYMbt)

= K<*¡ - YkYin(a¡)}{aiai ~ YiYi"(ak)} ~ YiYk{Yf"(ojak) ~ «íyAci,, (a¡ak)*) + afn(a,)}

= «¡{«t«^ - y¡y,afc«(afc) - YiY*pM.ai) - yjykccin(ai) + yxy2y3n(ai, (a¡ak)*)}

+ YiYiYkn(a,)n(^k) ~ YiYkYfn(aiak)

= N(x)a¡
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since n(a,b*)=ab**+b*a*=ab + (ab)* = t(ab) and n(ab) = n(a)n(b) because 2) is

alternative and * is central. Also

dt = vMbf-ßA

= YiiYiAfli - azrflfcKyíofcOi - ajdf) - {«;<** - y/y*nfo)MriäS«* - a.û.}

= YiYiYk(aiCii)(a*aù - y^y^at^a,) - ycttpfafljtâ + Yiaiakd*af

- a.jakyiak'af - y^a^a^ + «^«¡a, + Y\YiY}Mflu(<ifl*)*

= ai{aiajak - yxyjcikn(ak) - yow(ßz) - YiY^Mad

+ YtYiYkKaja^at + af(a¡ak)*]}

= N(x)al

Using the Moufang identity, a*(ab) = (ba)a* = n(a)b, and (a}ak)ai + [(ajak)at]*

= t((ajak)ai). This establishes x## = N(x)x. Hence §(2)3, <P, y) satisfies the axioms

(4)-(8) (or (i)-(v) in Theorem 1). The same holds for any scalar extension since if

D=> <D then £>(2>3, <J>, y)n is just £>(2)n)3, Q, y) and 2)n satisfies the same hypotheses

as the original 2).

Thus i»(2)3, $, y) is a Jordan algebra. It is easily verified that the Jordan structure

introduced is just that of a Jordan matrix algebra in the sense of [5, p. 1075], or

in the usual sense [1], [4] if O is a field of characteristic ^2. Unfortunately, this

method cannot be applied to the more difficult case of Jordan matrix algebras

í>(2)3, 2)0, y) where the norms of elements of 2) just lie in the nucleus, not neces-

sarily the center. What we have established is

Theorem 3 (Freudenthal Construction). Ifi% is a unital alternative ring with

central involution, <J> the symmetric elements of the center, and yx, y2, y3 inverüble

elements of <J> then the space ©(2)3, <J>, y) of those 3x3 matrices with coefficients

in 2) and diagonal coefficients in <1> which are symmetric under the involution x -*

y~1x*ty has the structure of a Jordan matrix algebra.

The most important alternative algebras with central involutions are the com-

position algebras, of dimension 1,2,4, or 8 over their center <I> (a field). The

resulting matrix algebras £>(2>3, y) are precisely the reduced central simple Jordan

algebras of degree 3 over $>. In particular, for 2) an 8-dimensional Cayley algebra

we get a reduced exceptional central simple Jordan algebra (and all of them arise

in this way for suitable choice of 2) and <J>).

Theorem 4. If 2) is a composition algebra over a field <I>, yx, y2, y3 nonzero

elements of <I>, then §(2>3, y) is a reduced simple Jordan matrix algebra. The trace

form T(x, y) is nondegenerate except when 21 = O is afield of characteristic 2.

The usual proof for matrix algebras (as in [4]) shows ©(2>3, y) is simple since any

composition algebra 2) is *-simple. From the formula for T(x,y) we see x=2 c^

+ 2fli[y^] is in the radical if and only if each a¡ = 0 and each at is in the radical of
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the bilinear form t(a,b) on %. But the trace form derived from t(a) = a + a* is

nondegenerate except when ® = <I> has the identity involution a* = a and has

characteristic 2.

Remark. If 0 has characteristic 2 then any element in áp(03, y) has the form

(«i       Yi03   Yia2\

y2a3    a2        y2üi (*,, a¡ G O)

y3a2    y3ax    a3    J

with norm N(x) = a1a2a3 — aiY2Y3ai — <*2yxy3a\ — a3yxy2a% = det x and trace form

T(x, y) = axßx + a2ß2 + a3ß3. Hence the radical of the trace form is the set of matrices

with zero down the diagonal. That the generic norm of a central simple algebra

could be degenerate in characteristic 2 makes the usual approach to the structure

theory through generic norms less useful. It also shows that associative bilinear

forms are not too useful in dealing with the [/-operators in general, for we have just

seen that the space orthogonal to an ideal need not itself be an ideal (here the ideal

is the whole algebra, the orthogonal space is the radical, but the radical of the trace

form is not an ideal).

4. The Springer construction. Although we cannot construct all algebras of

interest by means of nondegenerate trace forms, the assumption of nondegeneracy

simplifies the original construction. Throughout we assume <I> is afield and 36 a

finite-dimensional vector space over O.

If TV is a cubic form on H and celia basepoint where A'(c) = 1 then we can form

the trace form

T(x,y) = -8x8ylogN\c = (8xN\c)(8yN\c)-8x 8yN\c

of 7Y at c. We say N is nondegenerate at c if its trace form is nondegenerate. For

nondegenerate forms we have a unique quadratic mapping x —>■ xfl in 3£ defined by

T(x#,y) = 8yN\x. We say a nondegenerate cubic form N and basepoint c are

admissible if the adjoint identity x## = N(x)x holds under all scalar extensions

(which will always be the case if the identity holds over $ and 0 contains more than

four elements). Linearizing the adjoint as usual allows us to introduce the U-

operator

Uxy = T(x,y)x-x#xy.

We denote the triple (X, U, c) by %(N, c).

Theorem 5 (Springer Construction). If the cubic form N and basepoint c

are admissible then 3(N, c) is a Jordan algebra (the Jordan algebra of the admissible

cubic form N with basepoint c).
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Proof. We will establish the identities (i)-(v) of Theorem 1. The adjoint identity

(i) is satisfied by hypothesis, (ii) is satisfied by definition of x#, and (v) is satisfied

since c is a basepoint. Euler's formula for homogeneous functions gives

T(c,y) = (8cN\c)(8yN\c)-8c8yN\c = 3N(c) 8yN\c-28yN\c = 8yN\c = T(c#,y)

for all y, so by nondegeneracy of F we have c# = c, thus (iv). Again T(xxy, z)

= 8X dy 8ZN\C is symmetric in all variables, so

T(x,yxc) = T(xxy, c) = 8C 8y 8XN\C = 8X 8yN\c (by Euler again)

= (dxN\c)(8yN\c)-T(x,y) = T(x, c)T(y, c)-T(x,y)

= T(x, T(y, c)c-y)

for all x gives yxc=T(y, c)c—y by nondegeneracy, thus (hi). Since N remains

admissible under scalar extensions, (i)-(v) remain valid under scalar extensions,

and ¡$(N, c) is a Jordan algebra by Theorem 1.

Remark. This can also be proved directly, without recourse to Theorem 1,

along the lines of [2], [8]. One establishes the identities

x## = N(x)x   (and its linearizations),

T(x xy, z) = 8X 8y 8ZN\C is symmetric,

T(Uxy, z) = T(y, Uxz),

T([Uxy]#, w) = T(Ux#y#, w),

T(Uxyx Uxz, w) = T(Ux#(yxz), w),

T(yxc, w) = T(T(y, c)c-y, w),

T(UU(x)yz, w) = T(UxUyUxz, w),

T(Ux{yxz}, w) = T({Uxyzx), w)

constantly using the second and third to move factors from one side of the bilinear

form to the other. By nondegeneracy, the last three show !0f(N, c) is Jordan.

Examples. We have already seen that the Freudenthal construction gives us

admissible norm forms (and hence is a special case of the Springer construction)

except for &($>3, y) when O has characteristic 2. We now give two more trivial

examples of admissible forms.

1. Take X = <I>ex © <I>e2 ® <¡>e3, c = ex + e2 + e3, and for x = axex + a2e2 + a3e3 set

N(x)=axa2a3. Then for y=ßxex+ß2e2+ß3e3 we have 8yN\x=ßxa2a3 + axß2a3

= ccxa2ß3, so

T(x,y) = {8xN\c}{8yN\c}-8x8yN\c

= {ax + a2 + a3}{ßx +ß2 + ß3} - {ßx(a2 + <x3) + ß2(ax + a3) + ß3(ax + a2)}

= axßx + a2ß2 + a3ß3.
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Clearly this is nondegenerate, and 8yN\x = T(x#, y) for

xfi = a2a3ex + axa3e2 + cexa2e3.

Since

X## = (a1a3)(a1a2)e1 + (o:2a3)(o!1a2)e2 + (a2a3)(a1cc3)e3

= ocjaaOigiocjej + a2e2 + a3e3) = A(x)x

we see A and c are admissible. It is easily seen that the Jordan algebra 3(A, c) is

just the direct sum 0 © <5 © <J> of three copies of the base field.

2. Take X = <Pe © X0 and let Q0 be a nondegenerate quadratic form on X0

and c0 £ X0 satisfies Q0(e0) = 1 • Take c=e + c0, and for x = ae + x0 set A(x)=aßo(x0).

If y=ße+y0 we have 8yN\x=ßQ0(x0) + aQ0(x0, y0) and hence

F(x, y) = {a+ Q0(c0, x0)}{ß+ Qo(co, y0)}-{ßQo(c0, x0) + aQ0(c0, y0) + Qo(x0, y0)}

= aß+Qo(Qo(co,Xo)c0-x0,y0) = aß+Q0(x*,y0)

is nondegenerate if Q0 is. Also 8yN\x = T(x#, y) for

xf* = ôo(x0> + «X*

and

x*# = So(a*o)e+ôo(xo)(<*Xo)* = a2g0(x0)e+ßo(x0)o£Xo

= aQ(x0){ae + x0} = A(x)x

and 3(A, c) is a Jordan algebra. Clearly it is just 0 © S(Ôo> Co)> a copy of the field

plus the Jordan algebra of the quadratic form Q0 with basepoint c0.

Properties. From (20) and nondegeneracy we can conclude N is the generic

norm (at least if dim 3 > 2) since if 3(A, c) satisfied a polynomial x2— P(x)x

+ ö(x)c = 0 identically then x# = x2 — T(x)x + S(x)c = F(x)x+G(x)c where F(x)

=F(x) —F(x) is linear and G(x) = S(x)— Q(x) is quadratic. Then

A(x)x = x## = {F(x)3-F(x)G(x)}x+{F(x)2G(x) + F(x)G(x)T(x)+G(x)2}c.

If dim 3 > 1 we have

N(x) = F(x){F(x)2 - G(x)}   and    G(x){F(x)2 + F(x)T(x) + G(x)} = 0.

If G=0 then we have

(i) A(x) = F(x)3,

while if G^O then F(x)2 + F(x)T(x) + G(x) = 0 and

(ii) N(x) = F(x){2F(x)2 + F(x)T(x)} = F(x)2{2F(x) + T(x)}.

Thus we have A(x) = ^(x)2F(x) for A and B linear where in case (i) A = B=F and

in case (ii) ,4=-F, B=2F+T. Since c* = c we have F(c) + G(c)=l. In case (i)

G(c) = 0, so ^(c) = Ä(c) = F(c)=l. In case (ii) F2 + FF+G = 0, so 0=F(c)2 + 3F(c)

+1 - F(c)={F(c) +1 }2 and hence F(c) = - 1, A(c) = - F(c) = 1, B(c) = 2F(c) + T(c)

= 1. Thus if 3 satisfies x2 — P(x)x+ Q(x)c = Q identically then N(x) = A(x)2B(x) for
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linear functions A, B with A(c) = B(c) = 1, and from this T(x,y) = B(x)B(y)

+ 2A(x)A(y) would be degenerate if dim 3 > 2.

If N and c are admissible and N(u)^0, then N(u) = N(u)N and c(u) = u~1 are

admissible. This follows from Theorem 2 ; note Niu) is nondegenerate since T(u)(x, y)

= T(Uux,y) is nondegenerate.

Another important property is that 3(A/, c) is a nondegenerate Jacobson ring

[5, p. 1079]. It is a Jacobson ring, i.e. has the chain condition on idempotents,

since it can't have more than three orthogonal idempotents (being of degree three).

It is nondegenerate, i.e. has no absolute zero divisors Uz = 0 except zero, since if

Uz = 0 then z3 = z2=0 and N(z) = 0 (by (24)), so (20) implies S(z)z = 0. Thus S(z)

= F(z#) = 0, and taking traces of (21) gives F(z)2 = 0, so F(z) = 0 also and (21)

reduces to z# = 0. Then Uzx=T(z, x)z — z#x x implies T(z, x) = 0 for all x, and z = 0

by nondegeneracy.

If we have a pair of admissible forms N, c and Ñ, c then any linear surjection <f>

from 3; to 3£ preserving the norms and units is a homomorphism of Jordan algebras

(actually an isomorphism). Indeed, from Ñ(<p(x)) = N(x) and <f>(c) = c we get

T((f>(x), </>(y)) = T(x, y) as in the general construction (so in particular </>(x) = 0

implies x is in the radical of F, hence x=0 by nondegeneracy, and thus </> is neces-

sarily injective), from which we get

T(<Kx#),<p(y)) = T(x#,y) = 8yN\x = 8y(Ño</>)\x = 8^Ñ\VM = î(<p(x)#,<l>(y)).

This holds for all y, and since the </>(y) run through all of X by surjectivity we see

</>(x#) = <f>(x)# by nondegeneracy. Thus </> preserves norms, adjoints, and units,

hence by the general result is an algebra homomorphism (actually an isomorphism,

since it is bijective).

5. The Tits constructions. Let 91 be a separable associative algebra with 1 of

degree 3 over a field <P (so its generic norm « is of degree 3 and its trace form

t(a, b)= — 8a 8b log «|i is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form; see [7, p. 938]

and [4]). We will use the Springer construction to construct a Jordan algebra

out of 91.

Let 3£ = 2l0 © 9i1 © 2f2 where the % are copies of 21, and set c= 1 © 0 © 0

= (1,0, 0). Choosing p.=£Q from <t> we define, for x = (a0, ax, a2)

N(x) = «(a0) + /x«(a1) + ^-1«(a2)-z(aoa1a2).

We denote $(N, c) by 3(9f, p.) to reveal the origin of A' and c. We will show N and c

are admissible.

Theorem 6 (Tits' First Construction). 7/91 is a separable associative algebra

of degree 3 over 3> and p is a nonzero element of O then 8(21, p) is a Jordan algebra.

3(91, p.) is a Jordan division algebra if and only if 2Í is an associative division algebra

and p. is not the generic norm of an element o/9l.
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Proof. We first check A and c are admissible. For y = (b0, bx, b2) we have

8yN\x = t(a$, b0)+pt(af, bi) + p-H(ai, b2)-t(b0axa2)-t(a0bxa2)-t(a0axb2)

since 8bn\a = t(a#, b) where a# also denotes the adjoint in 91. Then

T(x,y) = {8xN\c}{8yN\c}-8xdyN\c

= {t(a0)}{t(bo)} ~ t(l x a0, b0) - t(bx, a2) - t(ax, b2)

= t(a0, b0) + t(ax, b2) + t(a2, bx)

where axb = (a + b)#-a#-b#, ax l=t(a)l-a in 91 as usual. Clearly F is non-

degenerate since / is. Also 8yN\x = T(x#, y) for

x# = (at-axa2, p-1a$-a0ax, paf-a2a0).

If we let x=(a0, ax, a2), x# = (b0, bx, b2), x## = (c0, cx, c2) then

Co = bi-bxb2 = {a$-axa2}#-{p-1a$-a0ax}{pa?-a2a0}

= a%# -a%x axa2 + (axa2)# - a$af - a0(axa2)a0 + pa0(axaf) + p~ 1(a$a2)a0

- {n(a0) + pn(ax) + p"^(a^ao-{a$ x axa2 + a0(axa2)a0}

since a##=n(d)a, a#a = n(a)l =aa#, (ab)# = b#a# in 91. Now since 9Í is of degree 3

it is easily verified that the analogue of (9) holds in %: aba=t(a,b)a — a#xb.

Hence the above becomes

= {n(a0)+pn(ax)+p-1n(a2)-t(a0, axa2)}a0 = N(x)a0.

Similar arguments show c¡ = A(x)a¡ for /= 1, 2, so x## = A(x)x. This holds for any

extension of <D, so A and c are admissible, and 3(9i, p) is a Jordan algebra.

Suppose S(2t, /-0 is a Jordan division algebra; by Theorem 2 this is equivalent

to N(x)^0 for x/0. Clearly zz(a)^0 for a^O or else A(x) = 0 for x=(a, 0, 0)^0.

Thus 91 is an associative division algebra. If p = n(a) then x = (— 1, 0, a) has A(x)

= n(— l) + ^_1zz(a) = 0, so p can not be a generic norm.

Now suppose 9Í is a division algebra and p is not a generic norm. If N(x) = 0 for

x,¿0 then x## = A(x)x = 0; either x# = 0 for x/0 or else y = x##0 has y# = 0. In any

case there exists x = (a0, ax, a2)^0 with x# = 0. Then at = axa2, p~1af = a0ax,

paf = a2a0. Since acfl = a#a = n(d)l in 91, n(a0)l=a0axa2 = p~1n(a2)l=a2a0ax

=pn(ax)l. Not all a¡ = 0, so not all zz(a¡)=0 (since 91 is a division algebra), so none

are, and p=n(a0ax1) is a norm, contrary to hypothesis.

This completes the proof.

For Tit's second construction, let 91 be a separable associative algebra with 1 of

degree 3 over a field D, * an involution of second kind on 91 with fixed field <I>.

Then the space 9I0 = §(9i, *) of symmetric elements contains an element u whose

generic norm is of the form n(u) = pp* for some nonzero peil. We set X=9t0 © 9Í

as a vector space over O, let c=(l, 0), and for x=(a0, a) define

A(x) = n(a0) + pn(a) + p*n(a*)-t(a0aua*).
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Note that the values of N actually lie in <t>. Indeed, if 2Í is any generically algebraic

algebra over Q and 5 a semilinear automorphism or antiautomorphism of 9Í with

associated automorphism o of Í2 then the generic trace and norm satisfy t(Sx)

= t(x)a and n(Sx) = n(x)°'. Taking S=o = * in our case we see that t(a*) = t(a)* and

n(a*) = n(a)*. Since a0 and aua* lie in £>(2t, *) we see n(a0) and t(a0, aua*) lie in

§(£}, *) = <£, as does p.n(a) + p.*n(a*), so N(x) e <D. We denote 3(7V, c) by

3(91, u, p., *).

Theorem 7 (Tits' Second Construction). If 21 «a separable associative

algebra with involution * o/ ?«e second kind, and u a symmetric element with norm

n(u) = p-p.* for nonzero p in Q, then 3(91, u, p., *) is a Jordan algebra. It is a Jordan

division algebra if and only if 9Í is an associative division algebra and p is not the

generic norm of an element o/2i.

Proof. The fact that N and c are admissible can be proved as in Theorem 6,

using the formulas

Tix, y) = tia0, b0) + t(ua*, b) + t(au, b*),

x# = (aff — aua*, p.*(a*)#u~1 — a0a)

for x = (a0, a) and y = ib0, b) with a0, b0 in 2t0 and a, b in 21. The computations are

much the same as in Theorem 6, though at one point we need the relation pp.*u~l

= n(u)u~1 = u#, which follows from our choice of u and p.. We will shortly given an

alternate, and more illuminating, proof that 3(31, u, p., *) is a Jordan algebra.

If 3 is a division algebra then so is 9Í, since «(a) = 0 for a ^ 0 would imply Nix)=0

for x=(0, a)/0. Also, p. cannot be a generic norm, since p, = n(a) would imply

x = ia*u~1a, a_1)^0 has

Nix) = n(a)*n(u)~1n(a) + pnia)'1+p.*nia)*'1 — tia*u~1a,a~1ua~1*)

= p.*(pp.*)-1p + pp.-1 + p*p*-1-t(l) = 3-3 = 0.

Conversely, if 21 is a division algebra and p. is not a generic norm then 3 is a

division algebra, for if N(x) = 0 for some x/0 then as before x# = 0 for some x#0.

For x=(a0, a) this means at = aua*, p.*(a*)#u~1 = a0a. Then

«(a0)l = a0a$ = a0aua* = {p*(a*)#u~1}ua* = p*(a*)#a* = p*n(a*),

or p.n(a) = n(a0)* = n(a0). If «(a) = 0 then n(a0) = 0 too, so a = a0 = 0 since 21 is a

division algebra, which contradicts x^O. Thus p.=n(a0a~1) is a generic norm,

which is again a contradiction.

Another way to show that 3(3t, zz, p., *) is a Jordan algebra is to show it is

imbedded in 3(91, p.) as the subalgebra of fixed points relative to an automorphism.

We claim the involution * on 9Í extends to an involution ( = automorphism of

period 2)

x = (a0, ax, ua2) -> x* = (at, at, uaf)
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on 8(21, /¿) = 9Í0 © 9.J © 9Í2. Clearly this * is a semilinear bijection with associated

field automorphism *, and x** = x. To see that * preserves the ¿/-structure and unit

it suffices to see A(x*) = N(x)* and c* = c, since the [/-operators were constructed

from N and c. But c=(l, 0, 0) = c* and

N(x*) = n(a0*) + pji(a$) + p.-1n(uaf) = n(a0)*+p*n(ax)* + p*-1n(ua2)* = N(x)*.

Hence the *-symmetric elements form a O-subalgebra © = §(3(9t, p), *) of the

Q-algebra 3(91, p). § consists of the elements (a0, a, ua*) for a0 e 9I0, a e 9t. Thus

we have a vector-space isomorphism of 3(9t, u, p, *)=9t0 © 91 onto § by (a0, a)

-> (a0, a, ua*). To see that this is an algebra isomorphism we again need only see

that norms and identities are preserved. But c=(l, 0) -> (1, 0, 0) = c and

N(a0, a) = n(a0) + pnia) + p*n(a*) — t(a0, aua*)

= n(a0) + pn(a) + p~1n(ua*)-t(a0a(ua*)) = N(a0,a,ua*).

Hence we may identify S(9t, u, p, *) with the subalgebra of 3(91, p) of symmetric

elements relative to the involution *.

As a corollary of this, note that 3(9i, u, p, *)a is isomorphic to 3(21, p) as

Q-algebras. In fact, 3(91, u, p, *)nsí>Q^Ü§c3(9l, p) and Q§=3(2í,/¿) since if

a^a* in Q then any x can be written

X = {x-a(x-X*)/(ce-a*)} + a{(x-X*)/(o£-a*)} £§ + «$ = 0§.

Finally, we remark that if we take 91 to be 9-dimensional central simple, then

3(9t, p) and 3(2i, u, p, *) are 27-dimensional exceptional simple Jordan algebras.

Tits showed that in characteristic ^2 one gets all the (finite-dimensional) ex-

ceptional simple Jordan algebras by one or the other of his constructions (see [4],

[9]). It is not known if this holds for characteristic 2.
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